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Abstract

An electoral model predicts that polarized and alienated voters lead to unstable elec-
tions, like phase transitions in an Ising model. Such physics-inspired models may help
political scientists devise electoral reforms to quench instability.
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A long-stated goal of political science is to explain - and possibly
predict - electoral behaviour and election outcomes. A tradition in
that field has been the use of rational choice theory: attempting to
define the utility of different actions - a measure of the quantita-
tive value an individual assigns to possible outcomes of an action -
and making predictions for individual behaviour under the assump-
tion of utility maximization. Statistical physics and complexity sci-
ence have a long tradition of constructing models for understanding
emergent collective effects, and could thus be of help in exploring
the relationship between individual choices and collective electoral
behaviour. In a delightful crossover between disciplines, writing
in Nature Physics Alexander Siegenfeld and Yaneer Bar-Yam have
now introduced an electoral model that yields two conceptual de-
velopments - negative representation and electoral instability.[1]
In this model, the presence of alienation and polarization among
voters leads to an unstable electoral behaviour that is reminiscent
of phase transitions in a ferromagnet described by the mean-field
Ising model.

The authors first conceptualize negative representation: as a po-
tential voter moves increasingly to the left (or right) of all electoral
choices, abstention becomes an increasingly attractive alternative
to the candidates because it provides the same utility as voting for
an unattractive candidate. The perverse outcome of the voter’s ab-
stention is that it runs the risk of helping the other side win. That is
to say, in presence of negative representation “the election outcome
is inversely sensitive to changes in those opinions.”

Second, and relatedly, the authors conceptualize electoral instabil-
ity: the very idea that these (often small) movements in voter opin-
ion can cause large swings in election outcomes. Both concepts are
exceptionally relevant, given that the increasing polarization of the
American political system (and others worldwide) is moving a large
proportion of voters to the left or right of the field of candidates[2,3].

Siegenfeld and Bar-Yam’s model sheds new light on how sluggish
concepts like partisanship[4] can still yield variability in high-level
outcomes. Moreover, the model offers a heuristic for anticipating
how future electoral changes might affect election outcomes. In
particular, as polarization among voters increases and stability de-
creases, nuances in voter identification laws[5], elite attempts to
mobilize voters[6], complications in voter registration, increases in
voter wait time, information campaigns through social media, among
others, deserve our attention as they can swing the outcome to one
side or the other, and in an unstable way.

Alongside their model, the authors have introduced a functional
that maps citizen opinions to electoral outcomes. This is a new
contribution over the stalled social choice literature, which tradi-
tionally relies on a framework based on candidate positioning. In
that literature, the utility function that connects voters to candi-
date positions is usually modelled by a quadratic loss function in a
unidimensional space. This

leads to the classic Median Voter Theorem [7]: candidates converge
to the preference of the median voter, as this position maximizes the
expected votes for the candidate while simultaneously making vot-
ers choose indifferently between the candidates. The challenge has
then been to model politics in a multidimensional space - as multi-
dimensional equilibria derived from candidate positions disappear
without additional assumptions like probabilistic voting.

This is a problem, as there are usually at least two dimensions of
voter preferences, at least in American politics. A first dimension
is defined by preferences on government intervention in the econ-
omy, which more generally captures the left-right dimension of ide-
ology in the polarized period. The second dimension captures civil
rights in the 1960s and other social issues in the present day[8].
But by focusing on the functional which maps citizen opinions on
electoral outcomes, rather than candidate positions, Siegenfeld and
Bar-YamâĂŹs model can generalize to multiple dimensions as well
as relax the assumption of concave voter preferences.

The other major contribution of this work is to the literature on
alienation. Alienated individuals to the left (or the right) of the field
of candidates become less attracted to the set of electoral choices.
This results in abstention, as the voter prefers no action (a cost-
less non-vote) equally to voting for an unattractive choice. In their
model, the authors show that from abstention due to alienation fol-
lows electoral instability - providing evidence of the concrete im-
pact of alienation beyond the sort of normative democratic argu-
ment about the importance of full participation.

However, extreme voters are not the only ones who can theoreti-
cally be alienated. Faced with very polarized candidates, voters be-
tween the candidates might also become alienated. Future models
should explore the effects of alienation among these centrist voters
between candidates. This would help resolve whether a polarized
system can be “fixed” by the introduction of more moderate can-
didates, who could theoretically mobilize alienated centrist voters
to participate. Or, conversely, whether appealing to a base is too
strong of an incentive to candidates - especially as empirical evi-
dence is mixed: “moderate candidates do possess an electoral ad-
vantage, but this advantage may depend heavily on turnout-based
mechanisms”[9].

The authors’ model suggests other interesting pathways for future
research. The first is the rather bold implication that increases in
turnout will help to ameliorate some of the instability observed in
the model by reducing negative representation. But is this fair to
the real world, where habitual voters[10] are much more likely to
be informed and interested in politics?

Put differently, even if we mobilize alienated abstainers (which is
empirically unlikely), the model makes strong assumptions about
the (perfect) information they would have about their own opinions,
the locations of candidates, and the shape of their utility function.
Would imperfect information lead to more instability among indi-
viduals in the center? Can we adapt the model to provide differ-
ential levels of information to voters, given their left-right or mul-
tidimensional positions? These information-based extensions be-
come even more interesting if we allow for feedback across elections,
whereby voters increase or decrease in their likelihood of abstaining
based on the previous electionâĂŹs representation. This feedback
could also help explain why voters move incrementally in the small
ways that generate the very instability the model predicts.

An even more important extension would capture utility outside of
proximity, as voters that are polarized on the basis of partisan iden-
tification may prefer one candidate or another often not on the basis
of opinions defined by a strictly policy-based utility. A leading cause
of this is negative partisanship: voters align against an opposition
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party, rather than with a party. Evidence suggests the emergence of
negative partisanship in the American electorate [11], which might
motivate formerly extreme voters to still participate, not on the ba-
sis of ideology, but on resentment towards the other side. This par-
ticipation is usually uniform, as negative partisanship has led to an
increase in party loyalty and straight-ticket voting [12].

A final potential extension is to explicitly model electoral reforms.
The authors note that given the “inherent effect of the two-party
system, electoral reforms” might reduce instability, explicitly men-
tioning instant-runoff voting and approval voting. However, any
such reform would need to contend with the current partisan sys-
tem. When party leaders, rather than the institutions that elect
them, are in charge of candidate selection, leadership tends to reach
for ideologically extreme candidates and overestimate their elec-
toral competitiveness [13]. Electoral reforms like the top-two pri-
mary face the obstacle of, well, voters, who often do not even know
a reform has been instituted and vote for the incumbent or their
own partisan [14].

Of course, the innovation of the model and its promise is that we
can a priori model these reforms and their effects, leading us to a
better understanding of the anticipated changes.
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